
Atlantic International Capital, LLC  (AIC )
expands Initial  Coin Offering (ICO) and Crypto
related services
New York and Lugano  offices to now provide advisory services for Initial Coin Offerings (ICO), Crypto
trading fund formation and additional related activities

BOCA RATON , FLORIDA, UNITED STATES, February 28, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Atlantic
International Capital LLC, (AIC) announced that  its New York office will now offer advisory services to
companies seeking to explore the viability of  entering into an Initial Coin Offering (ICO) . Additionally,
its Lugano Switzerland office will offer ICO services, Cypto Trading fund formation and other related
services. .

In a nascent , complicated and often confusing marketplace, AIC and its  partner network can simplify
the process and proceed efficiently in terms of both time and cost.  Working with highly experienced
teams of professionals and  incorporating. proven frameworks ,we can help ensure a successful
offering in this current fluid environment.

AIC Chief Investment Officer, Richard A Iamunno stated, “ By expanding to New York and Lugano and
adding Senior level resources in both our offices ,we now can use our internal network  to work with
additional companies seeking to explore  ICO’s,  Furthermore  our Lugano Office  will offer additional
services related  to Crypto Trading , including Fund formation , trading platforms as well as legal and
Asset management assistance., AIC is uniquely positioned to assist both domestic and international
based companies who want to explore these opportunities.”

About Atlantic International Capital LLC- Atlantic has a 30 year proven track record of successfully
 working  with domestic and international companies providing advisory and capital formation
services   We work with both traditional strategies as well as the Initial Coin Offering (ICO) markets

AIC is headquartered in Boca Raton , FL has regional offices in; New York, NY and Lugano,
Switzerland.   (aicapl.com)

Current inquires may be sent to Richard Iamunno , richardi@aicapl.com or calling 1-561-921-5648

###### Safe Harbor Statement ######
 
Our press release may include predictions, estimates or other information that might be considered
forward-looking within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995.While these
forward-looking statements represent our current judgment on what the future holds, they are subject
to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially. You are cautioned not to
place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which reflect our opinions only as of the
date of this presentation. We are not obligating ourselves to revise or publicly release the results of
any revision to these forward-looking statements in light of new information or future events
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